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All these platforms share two common traits:

They were not designed 

for business

They help individuals

find and connect with

other individuals ,

fulf i l l ing a basic

psychological  need .
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Prior to social media networks, businesses 
relied on traditional advertising

Billboards

Radio Spots

Newspaper Ads

TV Commercials
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Contrast that with social media, where businesses

can create profiles for free, share content and

information for free, and freely review metrics and

reports provided by those same social networks,

which detail exactly how many people saw and

engaged with their business online.
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How to approach and leverage that opportunity is
of course what the rest of this training will address
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Because every social network is, first and foremost, designed for
individuals, businesses are at a distinct disadvantage. Adopting
the “Pick me!” approach isn’t just ineffective, it’s likely to
backfire.



While people have been conditioned to accept the existence of ads
online, there is tremendous animosity toward business that want to
interfere with the primary reason they’re on these social networks.
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To be effective at social
media, businesses need
to know how to build
relationships.
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Meet the Networks & let’s create

a strategy to get you noticed.



Over 2.2 billion unique

monthly visitors

The United States has 190

million users

43% Women

57% Men 

96% use Facebook via the

app and access it at some

time during the day

The average Facebook user

has 155 friends
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Facebook 
Highlights
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Facebook Strategy

What to Share

Photos, videos, content from other users, content

from other sources, such as blog post, podcasts, and

video blogs ( better known as vlogs)
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Facebook Strategy

Authenticity in your posts will attract more views. That

means you not only need to talk like a real person, but you

should post photos and videos you took yourself—don’t use

stock photos

Video gets more attention than images. They don’t have to

be long; start with 30-second to 60-second videos and see

how they work
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Facebook Strategy

Write original posts most of the time, not just links to your

websites or other social network sites.

Don’t overwhelm people with posts every day. Focus on

quality over quantity and keep testing your messages and

your timing to learn what topics get the most

likes and views.
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LinkedIn
Highlights

675 million unique users

Average user makes

$46,644 

51% of College of Graduates

in the United States used

LinkedIn

94%  of B2B markers use

LinkedIn to distribute

content, which makes it the

top online B2B marketing

platform
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Complete

your LinkedIn

profile

because

people want

to know

everything

about you

Though you

should be

personable,

you probably

shouldn’t

share highly

personal

content like

videos of your

cat.

When you

write posts,

talk about

topics

relevant to

your industry

or common

business

issues such

as managing

employees

LinkedIn Strategy
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Add images or

videos of

individuals to

your posts.

However, if you

take photos of

partners or

clients, be sure

to get their

permission

before posting 

But, if you feel

the need to

hard sell than

you can pay

to advertise

your business. 

(More on that

tomorrow)

Don’t be a

hard sell! 

LinkedIn Strategy
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YouTube
Highlights

2 Billion unique monthly

users, only 2nd to Facebook

51% of their users visit the

website every day

70% of users watch from

their mobile phone
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YouTube Strategy

What to Share

You can share videos on your YouTube channel,

embed a link to a YouTube video from your

website and copy links to those videos to post

on your other social networks profiles.
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YouTube Strategy

Watch videos produced by the best in your industry

Provide content that educates, entertains or ideally

both

Test your content with other people, such as

employees and/or friends, to see if the videos delivers

the impact you want

If you are not going to have videos professionally

produced than you should consider a few guidelines

before you start:
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YouTube Strategy

Add a title and a brief text description to your video

that includes links to related websites, if any. Adding

text to every video you post helps viewers

understand more about the video and entices them

to keep coming back to your channel. 

Ensure the title and description include search

keywords. When users search for those keywords,

there’s a better chance they’ll find your video in the

search results.
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Instagram
Highlights

1Billion active monthly users

Typically skews toward women

with about 56%

More than 25million businesses

uses are currently using Instagram

for branding and marketing

200Million people visit at least

one business profile per day on

Instagram

Every month, 130 Million users

tap on a shoppable posts to

learn more about the product

Instagram is a hotbed for

influencers… more about them

tomorrow
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Instagram Strategy

What to Share

Instagram is a visual platform.  You can’t simply upload a

text update or share a link. You must post a photo or video

or both.
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Instagram Strategy

Instagram is owned

by Facebook, so it’s

as robust as the

Facebook ads

platform – because

they’re the same!

Instagram Feed –

content is always a

photo or video or

carousel, which

contains up to ten

pieces of content and

can be a mix of

photos and videos
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Instagram Strategy

Instagram Stories –

Continue to gain

popularity with

users and are

favored for their

short-form content.

Videos can be up to

15 seconds long,

and photos appear

for the six seconds

IGTV – Videos from

within the Instagram

app by tapping the TV

icon.  Standard videos

can be anywhere from

15 seconds to 10

minutes long. Business

profiles with more than

10,000 followers can

upload videos up to 60

minutes long.
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Twitter
Highlights

330 Million unique visitors

worldwide every month

42% of all users access it every day

 525 of Twitter users make $50,000

or more per year

79% reside outside of the United

States

Popular among celebrities,

politicians, journalists, and other

movers and shakers keeps people

coming back to the platform
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Keep your posts

as short as

possible!

 

In 2017, Twitter

upgrade from

140 characters

to 280 per post

 Use Twitter

as your first

source for

making

announcemen

ts about

business

Add hashtags,

so people

searching for

topics in your

industry will

be more likely

to find your

posts

Twitter Strategy
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Consider

posting every

day: say hello,

give a brief

update, and ask

other users

what they’re

doing today.

That post can

be text, a short

video, or both.

 You should also

follow your

competitors,

influencers in

your industry

and companies

you want to

emulate to see

how they keep

their followers

engaged. 

 Retweet

someone

else’s tweet if

you think they

would be of

interest to

your readers

Twitter Strategy



Whether you're new
to social media or

already using social
networking you

should be seizing the
opportunities to invite
people to your “virtual
storefront” by inviting

them to follow your
social network

profiles. 

Examples include:

Your email signatures 

All your email newsletters

Your websites and/or blog

websites

All other social networks you use

All pages you use on social

networks, such as a business

page on Facebook and/or

LinkedIn
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We'd love to work

with you.

Phone Number

Email Address

Website

803-261-4180

cyoung@thinkfsc.com

www.thinkfsc.com

Get Social
With Us
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#ThinkFSC


